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ABSTRACT

Verification of cryptographic protocols is traditionally built upon
the assumption that participants have not revealed their long-term
keys. However, in some cases, participants might collude to defeat
some security goals, without revealing their long-term secrets.

We develop a model based on multiset rewriting to reason about
collusion in security protocols. We introduce the notion of post-
collusion security, which verifies security properties claimed in
sessions initiated after collusion occurred. We use post-collusion
security to analyse terrorist fraud on protocols for securing physical
proximity, known as distance-bounding protocols. In a terrorist fraud
attack, agents collude to falsely prove proximity, whilst no further
false proximity proof can be issued without further collusion.

Our definitions and the Tamarin prover are used to develop a
modular framework for verification of distance-bounding protocols
that accounts for all types of attack from literature. We perform a
survey of over 25 protocols, which include industrial protocols such
as Mastercard’s contactless payment PayPass and NXP’s MIFARE
Plus with proximity check. For the industrial protocols we con-
firm attacks, propose fixes, and deliver computer-verifiable security
proofs of the repaired versions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Communication protocols are designed with one or more security
goals in mind. These goals, such as authentication or confidentiality,
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must be attainable even in the presence of an adversary attempting
to violate them. As such, the capabilities of the adversary is a funda-
mental consideration in security analysis, continuously undergoing
reformations.

In recent years, the adversary model of Dolev and Yao [30] has
become an accepted standard. The Dolev-Yao adversary is capable
of intercepting, blocking or modifying messages on the communi-
cation network, as well as injecting their own messages. Further,
the adversary is assumed to be capable of compromising protocol
participants (a.k.a. users, agents), gaining full control of them for
the entire protocol execution.

Most existing verification frameworks make use of the Dolev-
Yao adversary, which is sufficient to capture non-trivial attacks,
such as Lowe’s man-in-the-middle [42] on the Needham-Schroeder
protocol [49]. Computer-assisted verification approaches typically
consider Dolev-Yao adversaries as well. Such approaches have
proven useful in verifying or discovering attacks on real-world,
complex protocols such as 5G authentication [11], the TLS 1.3 pro-
tocol suite [24], and key-exchange protocols such as Naxos [55].

In some cases, the Dolev-Yao model has been shown to be too
coarse-grained. This is because this model assumes that agents can
be categorised as being either honest: those who precisely follow
their protocol specification; or compromised: those who deviate
from their protocol specification as desired by the adversary. The
concern lies in accounting for agents who cannot be classified in
either group.

For example, covert adversaries [1, 18, 33] are agents who are
willing to cheat by deviating from the protocol specification, as
long as the cheating would not be detected. One might think of an
online gaming platform, in which some players secretly cooperate
to cheat against other players, whilst avoiding being caught, or else
face consequences such as being thrown out of the platform.

Variations of the Dolev-Yao threat model capturing more refined
dishonest behaviour have been studied [1, 9, 10, 12, 23, 33], which
have led to re-thinking the security models to properly account
for such fine-grained adversaries. Such models attribute dishonest
behaviour to the adversary’s compromise capabilities, but in some
scenarios such behaviour might not be ruled by the adversary, but
rather by the protocol’s participants themselves.

For example, a given agent might choose to deviate from the
protocol specification, but only if certain guarantees are met in later
executions of the protocol. Would a university student willingly,
due to certain benefit, lend their campus access card to a university-
external friend? The student’s decision might be conditional on
their assertion that their friend will not be able to later access the
campus, after the card has been returned to its owner. Would a
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user of a video streaming platform utilize a VPN extension to fool
geo-location restrictions? The user’s decision might be based on
whether they are certain that the VPN extension is not malicious
and will not cause irreversible harm.

In this paper we refine the traditional Dolev-Yao adversary model
in order to capture collusion. Collusion refers to any deviation of the
protocol specification by agents who are not under control of the
adversary. Furthermore, we introduce the notion of post-collusion
security, which refers to security guarantees about claims made in
execution sessions initiated after the collusion. Informally, one can
interpret the relation of these two notions as follows: post-collusion
security allows the potential colluding agents to decide whether
colluding is worth it. After all, what the agents gain out of colluding
must outweigh the collateral effect that such collusion might have
on themselves. On the other hand, a protocol designer might aim
to increase the cost of collusion.

A related notion was introduced by Cohn-Gordon et al. [23],
called post-compromise security, that looks at the timeline of the
compromise actions and their impact in the security of future proto-
col sessions. Asmotivated earlier, collusion differs from compromise
in that compromise is an action performed by the adversary in or-
der to exert control over the protocol, whilst collusion represents a
deliberate choice of the agent involved.

In post-compromise security, the compromise is ruled by the
adversary, regardless of the (future) consequences on the compro-
mised agent. Post-collusion security, instead, allows the agents to
base their choice of collusion on post-collusion guarantees. One can
think of “not getting caught”, in the online gaming example given
earlier, as the post-collusion guarantee. In Section 2 we give further
technical differences between post-compromise and post-collusion
security.

Our notion of post-collusion security finds a straightforward
application in distance-bounding protocols [13, 15], which are se-
curity protocols that aim to guarantee physical proximity. These
protocols are used in RFID and NFC technologies, with numerous
applications in secure systems such as contactless payment and
access control. Post-collusion security allows us to formally analyse
a non-trivial type of attack on distance-bounding protocols known
as terrorist fraud [29]. In this attack, agents collude to falsely prove
proximity for one run of the protocol, whereas no further false
proximity proofs can be issued without further collusion.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are:

• We provide a formal symbolic model based on multiset
rewriting systems that captures collusion in security proto-
cols, which represents non-compromised agents deviating
from their given protocol specification.

• We introduce the notion of post-collusion security, which
refers to the validity of security claims made in protocol
sessions initiated after the collusion. We provide a concrete
formulation of this notion that can be easily implemented in
protocol verification tools such as Tamarin [47].

• Our definitions are used to provide a formal description
of the sophisticated terrorist fraud on distance-bounding
protocols. Further, we develop a Tamarin-based framework
for verification of such type of protocols that exhaustively
accounts for all classes of attack from literature.

• We conduct a security survey of over 25 protocols, which
include industrial protocols based on the ISO/IEC 14443 stan-
dard. We propose computer-verified fixes for the vulnerabil-
ities encountered in these protocols.

Organisation. In Section 2 we discuss previous work onmodelling
alternative adversary models, with a particular focus on distance-
bounding protocols and terrorist fraud. We introduce our model in
Section 3, which is an extension of the multiset rewriting model
employed by the Tamarin tool. In Section 4, we extend the model
in order to formalise the concepts of collusion and post-collusion
security, and show how these notions apply to authentication anal-
ysis. In Section 5, we use post-collusion security to provide a formal
definition for terrorist fraud on distance-bounding protocols. We re-
port on our Tamarin-supported framework and verification results
in Section 6 and propose fixes for analysed protocols based on the
ISO/IEC 14443 standard. We summarise our findings in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section we describe someworks in which the authors analyse
alternative adversary models that modify the Dolev-Yao capabil-
ities. We pay special attention to existing symbolic verification
frameworks for distance-bounding protocols, which is the main
application field of our findings.

Alternative Adversary Models. In 2010, Basin and Cremers [10]
proposed a model in which they formally defined several extensions
to the Dolev-Yao adversary. These extensions were used to analyse
a variety of protocols against adversaries of varying strength [9].
As a result, they identified new attack vectors in key-exchange
protocols such as KEA+ [41], Naxos [40] and the MQV protocol
family [38].

In [12] the authors provide a formalism to model and reason
about human misbehaviour. A set of rules describe an untrained
human, who is willing to perform arbitrary actions but follows a
set of guidelines, such as “private keys must be kept secret”. The
Tamarin tool is used to automatically analyse security protocols
involving human errors.

Cohn-Gordon et al. introduced post-compromise security in [23],
defined as an agent’s security guarantees about a communication
with their peer, even if their peer has been already compromised.
They analysed two types of compromise: weak and total. Weak
compromise corresponds to temporary adversarial control of an
agent’s long-term keys in form of a cryptographic oracle, which
outputs the result of a crypto-operation , without revealing the
long-term keys. Post-compromise security has been recently used
in [22] to analyse group messaging protocols.

The adversary model for post-compromise security is similar to
that of post-collusion security in that they both allow for dishonest
behavior not conceived by the Dolev-Yao adversary. Yet, they differ
in that weak compromise is controlled by the adversary regardless
of the compromised agents’ will, whilst collusion is the agents’ de-
liberate choice. This choice can be based on whether or not certain
post-collusion guarantees are met. Furthermore, Cohn-Gordon et
al.’s post-compromise security focuses on stateful protocols, such
as authenticated key-exchange (AKE) and messaging protocols. Our
post-collusion security notion can be applied, but is not limited
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to this type of protocol. In addition, our approach is oriented to
symbolic security analysis, whereas theirs uses a computational
approach. As a result, our methods can be more smoothly imple-
mented in state-of-the-art verification tools for analysing complex
protocols.

Collusion can also be considered in the context of adveraries
other than Dolev-Yao, or even with no adversary at all. Tompa and
Woll [59] present an attack on Shamir’s secret sharing [56], based
on the principle of colluding agents. In the domain of multiparty
protocols, Hirt and Maurer [35] give a classification of how differ-
ent agents may deviate from their specification (e.g. ‘honest-but-
curious’ participants, or may collude between each other. Syverson
et al. [57] build upon an adversary model (named “Machiavelli”)
which does not directly corrupt agents, but instead manipulates
them through an extensive collection of collusion rules. We build
upon these papers, by looking at the impact on security after col-
lusion occurs, and to make progress towards identifying the key
deviations from the protocol specification that will result in “suc-
cessful” collusion within certain domains.

Distance-Bounding Protocols. A challenge in verifying distance-
bounding protocols is precisely the notion of physical distance.
Physical distance is associated with location, and so the standard
Dolev-Yao model in which the adversary can inject data on the
network does not faithfully apply. This is because the Dolev-Yao
adversary can inject messages on the network without explicitly
annotating the physical location where they have come from.

The first tool-supported framework for symbolic verification of
secure distance-bounding was proposed by Basin et al. [8, 54]. In
this work, the authors restricted the Dolev-Yao network capabilities,
so that adversarial injection of data is done via a compromised
agent. Thus, every message that travels through the network has
an origin location associated (the sender’s location). The authors
use Isabelle/HOL to verify, and find attacks on, a few protocols.

In [44], Mauw et al. propose the first verification framework
for distance-bounding that does not explicitly require handling
the agents’ location. Instead, (co-)location is analysed via a causal
ordering of the agents’ actions. This work provides a considerable
improvement over Basin et al.’s work, as it reduces code complexity
for the protocols’ specification as well as verification time and
automation level. The authors use the verification tool Tamarin to
deliver proofs of the (in)security of a number of protocols.

Both Basin et al.’s and Mauw et al.’s frameworks allow one
to discover traditional distance-bounding attacks such as mafia
fraud [29], distance fraud [28] and distance hijacking [26]. These
frameworks however do not account for terrorist fraud [29] as non-
compromised agents behave precisely as specified by the protocol,
ergo not allowing for collusion.

The first formalisation of terrorist fraud within a symbolic model
appeared in a recent work by Chothia et al. [20]. The authors define
collusion actions in the form of a cryptographic oracle similar to
weak-compromise in [23]. In their model for terrorist fraud, the
adversary queries a distant prover’s oracle to obtain the required
messages to falsely prove that such prover is co-located with the
verifier. In Section 6.2 we discuss differences between Chothia et
al.’s approach and ours, and show that Chothia et al.’s framework
delivers incorrect results for some protocols.

3 MODELLING SECURITY PROTOCOLS

This section describes the security model we use throughout this
paper. It is based on the multiset rewriting theory employed by
the Tamarin verification tool [47, 55]. Protocols are specified as
transition rules, and the associated transition system describes the
protocol executions. The states of the system are composed of facts.
Transition rules model how the protocol participants, as well as the
adversary, behave and interact.

3.1 Preliminaries

Notation. Given a set S , we denote by S♯ the set of finite multi-
sets with elements from S , and by S∗ the set of finite sequences
of elements from S . The power set of S is denoted by P(S). For
any operation on sets, we use the superscript ♯ to refer to the
corresponding operation on multisets.

Given a (multi)set S and a sequence s ∈ S∗, |s | denotes the
length of s , si the i-th element of s with 1 ≤ i ≤ |s |, and λ the
empty sequence. We write s indistinctly as [s1, . . . , sn ] or s1 · · · sn
(the choice depends on presentation). The concatenation of the
sequences s and s ′ is denoted by s · s ′. We use set(s) andmultiset(s)
to denote the set and multiset of elements from s , respectively.
Given a ∈ S and s ∈ S∗, we write a ∈ s for ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , |s |}. a = si
and a < s for the opposite.

Cryptographic Messages. To model cryptographic messages, we
use an order-sorted term algebra (S, ≤,TΣ(V)) where S is a set of
sorts, ≤ a partial order on S, Σ is a signature, andV is a countably
infinite set of variables.We consider three sorts:msg, fresh, pub ∈ S,
where fresh ≤ msg and pub ≤ msg. That is, msg is the super sort
of two incomparable sub-sorts fresh and pub, denoting fresh and
public names, respectively. We use Vs ⊆ V to denote the set of
term variables of sort s and write x : s to indicate that x is a variable
of sort s .

Each function symbol f ∈ Σ has a type (w, s) ∈ S∗ × S, where
w is the arity and s the sort. Ifw is the empty sequence λ, then f
denotes a constant of sort s . We use Σw ,s ⊆ Σ to denote the family
of function symbols of type (w, s). Special function families are
Σλ,fresh and Σλ,pub , denoting fresh names (a.k.a. nonces) and public
names, respectively. Public names include constants (often written
in between quotations, e.g. ‘hello’), and agents’ names.

We provide next a list of reserved function symbols:

• ⟨ , ⟩ ∈ Σmsg×msg,msg to pair two terms.
• fst, snd ∈ Σmsg,msg to extract the first and second term from
a pair, respectively.

• senc, sdec ∈ Σmsg×msg,msg for symmetric encryption and
decryption, respectively. The second argument is the key.

• aenc, adec ∈ Σmsg×msg,msg for asymmetric encryption and
decryption, respectively.

• pk ∈ Σmsg,msg to indicate the asymmetric public key of the
argument.

• sign ∈ Σmsg×msg,msg and verify ∈ Σmsg×msg×msg,pub to cre-
ate and verify signatures, respectively.

The semantics of the function symbols above is formalised by
an equational theory E, which is in turn defined by the following
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set of equations over Σ, where true ∈ Σλ,msg :{
fst(⟨x,y⟩) = x, snd(⟨x,y⟩) = y,
sdec(senc(x,y),y) = x,

adec(aenc(x, pk(y)),y) = x,

verify(sign(x,y), x, pk(y)) = true
}
.

We use t =E t ′ to indicate that terms t and t ′ are equal modulo E.
Terms in our term algebra without free variables are called ground
terms. A substitution is a well-sorted function σ : V → TΣ(V), i.e.
(σ (x) = y ∧ x : s) =⇒ y : s , from variables to terms. We use tσ to
denote the application of the substitution σ to the term t .

Multiset Rewriting System. We model the execution of a proto-
col as a labelled transition system. A state in the system is a multiset
of facts, and a fact is a term of the form F (t1, . . . , tn ) where F is
a symbol from an unsorted signature Γ and t1, . . . , tn are terms
in TΣ(V). For n ≥ 0 we denote by Γn ⊆ Γ the set of fact sym-
bols with n arguments. The application of a substitution function
σ to a fact F (t1, . . . , tn ), denoted F (t1, . . . , tn )σ , results in the fact
F (t1σ , . . . , tnσ ). The set of all facts is denoted F and the set G ⊆ F

denotes the set of ground facts, which are facts with only ground
terms as arguments.

We extend equality modulo E from terms to facts as follows:
F (t1, . . . , tn ) =E G(t ′1, . . . , t

′
m ) if and only if F = G, and n =m, and

ti =E t ′i for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Substitution and equality modulo E
are extended to sequences of facts in the trivial way.

A fact symbol is either linear or persistent. Linear fact symbols
model resources that are exhaustible, such as a message sent to the
network. Persistent fact symbols model inexhaustible resources,
such as the adversary knowledge or long-term encryption keys.

We reserve the linear fact symbols In,Out, Fr ∈ Γ1. The facts
In(m) and Out(m) denote the reception and sending ofm, respec-
tively. Fr(m) indicates thatm is a fresh name.

The persistent fact symbols K ∈ Γ1, Ltk ∈ Γ2, Shk ∈ Γ3 and
Compromise ∈ Γ1 are also reserved. K(m) indicates that the mes-
sagem is known to the adversary. Facts with symbols Shk and Ltk
are used to associate agents to their long-term cryptographic keys.
Shk(A,B,k) indicates that k is the long-term symmetric key shared
by A and B, and Ltk(A, sk) indicates that A holds the long-term
asymmetric private key sk . We say that an agent A is compromised
if the agent has revealed at least one of their long-term keys; and
we use the fact Compromise(A) to indicate so.

Given a sequence of facts s ∈ F ∗, wewrite linear(s) and persist(s)
to denote themultiset of linear facts from s , and the set of persistent
facts from s , respectively.

The execution of a protocol starts with the empty multiset of
facts, and evolves throughmultiset rewriting rules. A multiset rewrit-
ing rule is a tuple (p,a, c), written as

[
p
] a
−→

[
c
]
, where p, a and c are

sequences of facts called the premises, the actions, and the conclu-
sions of the rule, respectively. Each term in a multiset rewriting
rule is assumed to be of sort msg, unless otherwise indicated.

A ground instance of a rule r :=
[
p
] a
−→

[
c
]
is obtained via appli-

cation of a substitution function σ to result in rσ :=
[
pσ

] aσ
−−→

[
cσ

]
where pσ , aσ and cσ consist of ground facts only. Given a set of
rules R, we denote ginsts(R) the set of ground instances of the rules

from R. We write д ∈E G , where д is a (possibly ground) rule andG
is a set of (possibly ground) rules, to indicate that ∃д′ ∈ G . д =E д′.

A set R of multiset rewriting rules defines a multiset rewriting
system: an LTS whose set of states is G♯ and whose transition
relation→R ⊆ G♯ × P(G) × G♯ is defined by:

S
l
−→R S ′ ⇐⇒

∃(p,a, c) ∈E ginsts(R).

l = set(a) ∧ linear(p) ⊆♯ S ∧ persist(p) ⊆ set(S) ∧

S ′ =
(
S \♯ linear(p)

)
∪♯ multiset(c). (1)

A transition is performed by applying a ground instance of a
transition rule. The rule is applicable if the current system state
contains all facts in the premises of the rule. The rule application
removes the linear facts from the state, keeps the persistent facts,
and adds the facts from the conclusions.

An execution of R is a finite sequence [S0, l1, S1, . . . , ln, Sn ] alter-
nating states and labels such that:

• S0 = ∅♯ ,
• Si−1

li
−→R Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and

• if Si+1 \♯ Si = {Fr(x)}♯ for some i and x , then j , i does not
exist such that Sj+1 \♯ Sj = {Fr(x)}♯ .

The third condition guarantees that fresh names are generated
once. The set of all executions of R is denoted JRK.

3.2 Protocol Specification

A protocol is specified as a set of multiset rewriting rules, called
protocol rules, with the following restrictions: (1) fresh names and K
facts are not used, (2) In and Fr facts do not occur in the conclusions,
and (3) every variable occurring in the actions or conclusions either
occurs in the premises or is of sort pub. The universe of all rules
that satisfy these conditions is denoted R.

Example 1 (The Toy protocol). Figure 1 shows a message se-
quence chart (MSC) [25] of the Toy protocol, an example protocol
which we will use for illustration throughout the paper. The initiator
I creates a nonce1 ni , and sends it to the responder agent R, encrypted
with their shared long-term symmetric key. Upon reception, R de-
crypts the received message to learn ni . Then, R creates his own nonce
nr , encrypts it using the nonce ni as a key, and sends that encrypted
message to I . Upon reception of senc(nr ,ni), I learns nr and sends
back to R a hash of nr . Such a value allows R to be convinced that I
has executed the protocol with R and agrees on the nonces nr and ni .
The protocol rules are depicted in Figure 2.

The specification of the Toy protocol uses fact symbols that are
reserved, such as Shk. Indeed, we assume that all protocol specifi-
cations use reserved fact symbols with the intended meaning. The
remaining facts are used to enrich execution traces with informa-
tion that will be later used to analyze trace properties.

For example, RState1(I ,R,ni,nr ) appears in the conclusion of R1
and in the premises of R2, allowing to establish an order between R1
and R2. The facts of the form Start(x) and End(x) denote the start
and the end of a protocol run by an agent, respectively. The term
1We will indistinctly use “nonce” and “fresh name”, though they mean the same thing:
a number generated once.
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shared k

I

shared k

R

fresh ni fresh nr

senc(ni, k)

senc(nr, ni)

h(nr)

agree ni, nr

Figure 1: The Toy protocol.

KeyGen :=
[
Fr(k)

]
−→

[
Shk(I ,R,k)

]
ShkCompI :=

[
Shk(I ,R,k)

] Compromise(I )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(k)

]
ShkCompR :=

[
Shk(I ,R,k)

] Compromise(R)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(k)

]
I1 :=

[
Fr(ni), Shk(I ,R,k)

] Start(ni)
−−−−−−−→

[
Out(senc(ni,k)),
IState1(I ,R,ni)

]
R1 :=

[
Fr(nr ), In(senc(ni,k)),

Shk(I ,R,k)

]
Start(nr )
−−−−−−−→

[
Out(senc(nr ,ni)),
RState1(I ,R,ni,nr )

]
I2 :=

[
IState1(I ,R,ni),
In(senc(nr ,ni))

] Running(I ,R, ⟨‘I’,‘R’,ni ,nr ⟩),
End(ni)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[
Out (h(nr ))

]
R2 :=

[
RState1(I ,R,ni,nr ),

In (h(nr ))

] Commit(R,I , ⟨‘I’,‘R’,ni ,nr ⟩),
End(nr )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[ ]

Figure 2: Specification rules of the Toy protocol.

x denotes the run identifier. We delay the discussion of the fact
symbols Commit and Running until the introduction of security
properties in Section 3.4.

For the remainder of this article, the fact symbols Start and End
are reserved to mark the start and end of the protocol execution.
Also we assume that the protocol specification is consistent with
the usage of Start and End. In particular, we assume that all End
facts are reachable from the empty state.

3.3 Execution and Adversary Model

Given that protocol rules cannot generate fresh names, i.e. protocol
rules are not allowed to use Fr facts in their conclusion, we add
a special rule Fresh, independent of the protocol specification, to
model generation of fresh names:

Fresh :=
[ ]

−→
[
Fr(x)

]
where x : fresh.

To model the adversary’s actions we use the standard Dolev-
Yao network adversary, modelled by the rules depicted in Figure 3,
which we will explain in the next paragraph. We remark that the
compromise capabilities of the adversary are part of the protocol

Learn :=
[
Out(x)

]
−→
[
K(x)

]
Inject :=

[
K(x)

] K(x )
−−−−→

[
In(x)

]
AdvFresh :=

[
Fr(x)

]
−→
[
K(x)

]
Public :=

[ ]
−→
[
K(x)

]
where x : pub

Funct :=
[
K(x1), . . . ,K(xn )

]
−→
[
K (f (x1, . . . , xn ))

]
Figure 3: Dolev-Yao rules.

specification (e.g. KeyCompI and KeyCompR in the Toy protocol). We
will extend this model with collusion actions in the next section.

The rules Learn and Inject model the adversary’s ability to
learn messages being sent and to inject any of their known mes-
sages, respectively. The rule AdvFresh declares that the adversary
can generate their own fresh names. The rule Public states that the
adversary knows all public messages and the rule Funct indicates
that the adversary can evaluate any function, provided that they
know the inputs.

We denote byI the set of intruder rules in Figure 3 together with
the rule Fresh, which will form part of every protocol specification.
Hence, the set of all executions of a set Proto of protocol rules is
JProto ∪ IK. Moreover, given an execution [S0, l1, S1, . . . , ln, Sn ] of
Proto, the sequence l1 · · · ln is called the trace. The set of all traces
of Proto is denoted Traces(Proto).

3.4 Security Properties

Security properties are verified on execution traces. Certain facts
on the traces indicate a security claim, e.g. the Commit fact in the
Toy protocol. A security claim denotes a belief (traditionally of an
agent) about the protocol execution that led to the claim. Formally,
we define a security property φ as a relation on traces and integer
numbers such that φ(t1 · · · tn, i)means that security claims in ti are
valid. Recall that a trace is a sequence of labels, which in turn are
sets of ground facts.

For illustration purposes, let us instantiate φ with the authenti-
cation property non-injective agreement, as defined by Lowe in [43].
Following Lowe’s notation, we use the fact symbols Running and
Commit as markers in the traces to indicate those execution steps
where agreement is expected to be satisfied, e.g. as used by rules
I2 and R2 in Figure 2.

Non-injective agreement on a messagem is guaranteed to an
agent A, if whenever A completes a run apparently with B, denoted
by the claim Commit(A,B,m), then B has previously performing a
run apparently with A and they both agree onm, denoted by the
fact Running(A,B,m):

ni_agreement(t, i) ⇐⇒ (2)
∀A,B,m. Commit(A,B,m) ∈ ti =⇒(

∃j . Running(B,A,m) ∈ tj
)
∨(

∃j . Compromise(A) ∈ tj ∨ Compromise(B) ∈ tj
)
.

On the one hand, the prefix-closure of traces imposes an implicit
order j < i in Equation 2, which is suggested by the word “previ-
ously” in the description of the property. On the other hand, the
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last line of Equation 2 indicates that the property is conditional on
A and B not being compromised.

Definition 1 (Security). A set Proto of protocol rules satisfies a
security property φ, denoted Proto |= φ, if:

∀t ∈ Traces(Proto), i ∈ {1, . . . , |t |}. φ(t, i).

The Toy protocol satisfies2 non-injective agreement, i.e.

Toy |= ni_agreement.

We write Proto ̸ |= φ to indicate that Proto |= φ does not hold.

4 COLLUSION

The security model introduced in the previous section can be used
to model and verify standard security properties, e.g. secrecy and
agreement. This section is dedicated to providing a formal descrip-
tion of the notions of collusion, which is an extension to the adver-
sary model, and post-collusion security, which is a security model
under the extended adversary.

More precisely, in Section 4.1 we extend the adversary model
with collusion rules, which expressways inwhich non-compromised
agents can deviate from the protocol specification. In an illustra-
tive example, we show how such extension invalidates, under the
traditional security verification model (Definition 1), the agreement-
based authentication property given earlier (Section 3.4). Later, in
Section 4.2 we provide the formulation of post-collusion security.

4.1 Collusion Rules

In the traditional Dolev-Yao compromise model, agents are as-
sumed to be either compromised (a.k.a. corrupt, dishonest) or non-
compromised (a.k.a. honest). Non-compromised agents follow pre-
cisely the protocol specification, whilst compromised agents deviate
from it as pleased by the adversary.

We refine the traditional Dolev-Yao compromise model so that
agents can collude in order to provide false proof to their com-
munication partners of a certain claim’s validity. Collusion refers
to non-compromised agents’ deviation from their protocol spec-
ification. The basic deviation consists of leakage of session data,
cryptographic oracles, reuse of nonces, or state reveals.

For example, assume Alice is running an authentication protocol
(supposedly) with Bob. Consider also a third party Charlie who, in
cooperation with Bob, impersonates Bobwhen communicating with
Alice. Bob could trivially achieve this by giving all his secret keys
to Charlie. But, does Bob really have to do so in order to deceive
Alice? Not necessarily. Indeed, Bob can provide Charlie (possibly in
advance) with all the messages that Charlie needs to successfully
complete a protocol session with Alice, posing as Bob. Such aid by
Bob is what we call collusion, and we call Bob a colluding agent.

Collusion ismodelled by extending the protocol specification. For
example, in the Toy protocol, I might collude with a compromised
agent, say Eve, by leaking ni . This can be modelled with the rule:

Leak_ni :=
[
IState1(I ,R,ni)

] Collusion( )
−−−−−−−−−→

[
IState1(I ,R,ni),

Out(ni)

]
. (3)

2All Tamarin models and proofs used for this paper can be found in our repository
https://github.com/jorgetp/dbverify.

Such rule leads to the following statement:

Toy ∪ {Leak_ni} ̸|= ni_agreement. (4)

Another example of a deviation is an encryption oracle, which
can be modelled as follows:

EncOracle :=
[

In(m),

Shk(I ,R,k)

]
Collusion( )
−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(senc(m,k))

]
. (5)

The rule EncOracle models the reveal of the encryption of a
message (possibly adversary-chosen) with a shared symmetric key.
This leads to:

Toy ∪ {EncOracle} ̸|= ni_agreement. (6)

The rules that extend the protocol specification to model collu-
sion are called collusion rules. By convention, and also to syntac-
tically distinguish legitimate protocol rules from collusion rules,
we will assume that all collusion rules have an action fact of the
form Collusion(). We denote by C ⊆ R the universe of all collusion
rules. We restrict the set of collusion rules by requiring them to not
prevent agents from completing legitimate protocol runs.

Definition 2 (Valid Extension). Let Proto ⊆ R\C be a protocol
and C ⊆ C be a set of collusion rules, we say that Proto′ = Proto ∪C
is a valid extension of Proto if:

∀α ∈ Traces(Proto′), i, x .

(Start(x) ∈ αi ∧ ∄j . End(x) ∈ α j ) =⇒

∃β . α · β ∈ Traces(Proto′) ∧ End(x) ∈ β |β | .

Definition 2 states that collusion rules do not create points of
no-return during execution. That is to say, agents must always be
able to complete their runs even if they have colluded. For example,
Toy ∪ {Leak_ni} is a valid extension of Toy because, even if I leaks
ni in some execution, I can still continue with the intended protocol
execution.

An example of a rule that leads to a non-valid extension of Toy
is the following:

NonValidRule :=
[
IState1(I ,R,ni)

] Collusion()
−−−−−−−−−→

[ ]
.

Toy ∪ {NonValidRule} is not a valid extension of Toy because
if this rule is applied, it will consume the fact IState1(I ,R,ni) from
the system state, and so I will never be able to continue with the
current run (identified by ni).

Other than this requirement of not preventing termination, we
place no other restrictions on collusion rules. Besides leakage rules
or function oracles (as demonstrated), we also allow for more eso-
teric deviations, such as re-use of fresh values, or passing of mes-
sages between multiple colluding protocol participants (and not an
adversary or fully compromised agent).

4.2 Post-Collusion Security

In this section we introduce the notion of post-collusion security.
We informally define it as follows.

Definition 3 (Informal). Post-collusion security is the guarantee
of security claims made in sessions initiated after collusion occurs.

The remainder of this section is intended to formalise the above
informal definition of post-collusion security. Moreover, we will

https://github.com/jorgetp/dbverify
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1 ne i

complete runs post-collusion

Figure 4: A trace t = t1 · · · te · · · ti · · · tn can be broken down

into a pre-collusion trace consisting of completed runs (e.g.

before e), and a second subtrace containing post-collusion

claims (e.g. a claim made in ti ).

use the Toy protocol and the agreement property from the previous
sections to illustrate our definitions and intuitions.

To identify claims made in sessions initiated after the collusion,
which we call post-collusion claims, we must make sure that all
sessions before or while the (last) collusion occurred are complete.
The reason for this is that an agent who makes a security claim
cannot always decide whether their communication partner is still
acting on a run initiated before or during the collusion. That is, a
claim byAlice about her communicationwith Bob is a post-collusion
claim if both Alice and Bob have completed their runs that started
before or while Bob performed the collusion action(s). That way,
we make sure that Alice makes her claim in a session initiated after
Bob’s collusion action.

Consider a trace t = t1 · · · te · · · ti · · · tn , and an index e such that
all collusion actions (if any) occurred before e . If all runs initiated be-
fore e were completed before e too, then we call the security claims
made after e post-collusion claims. See Figure 4 for a graphical rep-
resentation. Note that every claim that occurs after a post-collusion
claim is also a post-collusion claim.

Below, in Definition 4 we formulate post-collusion security, in
which we use the following helper predicates on sequences of sets
of ground facts:

complete(l) ⇐⇒ ∀i, x . (Start(x) ∈ li =⇒ ∃j . End(x) ∈ lj ),
nocollusion(l) ⇐⇒ ∄j . Collusion() ∈ lj .

In words, complete(l) holds if all runs initiated in l are also com-
pleted in l ; nocollusion(l) means that no collusion actions occurred
in l . We note that the complete() predicate gives a strong divide be-
tween the complete runs and the post-collusion runs. However, we
assert that for interleaved traces (i.e. those in which there is always
an active session), there is an equivalent trace which satisfies the
predicate. Intuitively, sessions between unrelated agents have no
causal dependence and so can be reordered. This leaves only series
of sessions by the same agents. In the case that an agent may be
participating in multiple sessions simultaneously, we must require
that all of them are finished before we can make post-collusion
claims. This is because we cannot guarantee that a collusion action
taken in one session will necessarily only lead to attacks in that
session - for example, an agent may collude by acting as a function
oracle that can be used in any one of their active sessions.

Definition 4 (Post-collusion Security). Given a protocol
Proto, a valid extension Proto′ of Proto, and a security property φ,
we say that Proto′ is post-collusion secure with respect to φ, de-
noted Proto′ |=⋆ φ, if:

∀t ∈ Traces(Proto′), e ∈ {1, . . . , |t |}.
(complete(t1 · · · te ) ∧ nocollusion(te+1 · · · t |t |))

=⇒ ∀i > e . φ(t, i). (7)

shared k with I

R

shared k with R

I Eve

fresh nifresh nr

senc(ni, k) ni

senc(nr, ni)

h(nr)

agree ni, nr

fresh nr′

senc(ni, k)

senc(nr′, ni)

h(nr′)

agree ni, nr′

Figure 5: An MSC showing that the Toy protocol with collu-

sion, represented by the dashed arrow, is not post-collusion

secure with respect to non-injective agreement.

Wewrite Proto′ ̸ |=⋆ φ to indicate that Proto′ |=⋆ φ does not hold.
As Figure 5 shows, Toy ∪ {Leak_ni} is not post-collusion secure
with respect to non-injective agreement, i.e.

Toy ∪ {Leak_ni} ̸|=⋆ ni_agreement. (8)

The attack works with two consecutive sessions, in which a
compromised agent Eve can re-use the messages senc(ni,k) and
ni from the first session to impersonate I in the second session.
Observe that the second claim is a post-collusion claim, as the first
session is complete and no collusion occurred in the second session.

The impact of post-collusion security can depend on the circum-
stances in which a given protocol is deployed. We see from the
Toy protocol that the effects of collusion can cause an irreversible
change to the truth value of future authentication claims. Thus, a
legitimate agent playing the initiator role would not want to col-
lude with a “friend” by giving them their nonce ni , as this would
lead to impersonation. On the contrary, suppose a given protocol
is post-collusion secure with respect to a desirable authentication
property. Then, an agent can issue their one-time keys to their
friends if desired, confident that these friends will not be able to
re-use this information for later authentication.

5 DISTANCE BOUNDING AND TERRORIST

FRAUD

In this section we use post-collusion security to develop a symbolic
formulation of (resistance to) terrorist fraud in distance-bounding
protocols. First, in Section 5.1, we describe how to model such
protocols by using the multiset rewriting model from Section 3.
We pay particular attention to restrictions to the Dolev-Yao model
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RTT f(n,m, P )

P is close

Figure 6: The DBToy protocol.

that are necessary to model physical limitations of the communi-
cation channel. Later on, in Section 5.2, we formulate the secure
distance-bounding property proposed in [44] to verify this type of
protocols. Finally, in Section 5.3, we provide a symbolic formulation
of resistance to terrorist fraud.

5.1 Modelling Distance-Bounding Protocols

Distance-bounding protocols are security protocols that aim to
guarantee physical proximity between the participants. These pro-
tocols determine proximity by checking that the round trip times
(RTT) of a number of challenge/response cycles are below a certain
threshold. The phase of the protocol where the RTTs are measured
is called the fast phase. See next a running example.

Example 2 (The DBToy Protocol). Figure 6 depicts the DBToy
protocol, which works as follows. The prover P encrypts a fresh name
m with the shared key between P and the verifierV . Then P sends the
encryptedmessage toV . Hence, the fast phase starts withV sending the
fresh name n as the challenge, to which P must reply with f (n,m, P).
If P replies correctly and on time, then V declares P as being close.
The specification rules of DBToy are shown in Figure 7.

In the DBToy rules we have introduced the linear fact sym-
bols Net ∈ Γ1, Send,Recv ∈ Γ2, Action ∈ Γ1 and DBSec ∈ Γ4.
A fact Net(m) denotes that the message m is on the network. A
fact Send(X ,m) denotes the sending of m by the agent X , and
a fact Recv(X ,m) denotes the reception by X of the message m.
A fact Action(X ) denotes that an action was taken by X . A fact
DBSec(V , P, ch, rp) denotesV ’s claim that P is close during the fast
phase, delimited by Send(V , ch) and Recv(V , rp). The remaining
newly introduced facts denote the agents’ information on the sys-
tem state. Recall that the reserved fact symbols Compromise and
Shk are persistent. The rest of the fact symbols used in Figure 7 are
linear.

The rules DBInject, DBSend, and DBRecv restrict the Dolev-Yao
attackers’ communication with protocol participants, in order to
comply with the semantic domain of [44]. This was briefly mo-
tivated in Section 2. The aim is to capture the statement “every
message that can be received by the verifier during the fast phase
has been sent from a real physical location”. The reason behind this
is that messages cannot travel faster than light, thus the adversary
cannot instantaneously send a message to an agent (as modelled

KeyGen :=
[
Fr(k)

]
−→

[
Shk(V , P,k)

]
KeyRevV :=

[
Shk(V , P,k)

] Compromise(V )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(k),

Compromise(V )

]
KeyRevP :=

[
Shk(V , P,k)

] Compromise(P )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(k),

Compromise(P)

]
DBInject :=

[
In(m),Compromise(X )

]
−→

[
Send(X ,m)

]
DBSend :=

[
Send(X ,m)

] Send(X ,m),Action(X )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Net(m),Out(m)

]
DBRecv :=

[
Net(m)

] Action(Y ),Recv(Y ,m)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Recv(Y ,m)

]
P1 :=

[
Fr(m), Shk(V , P,k)

] Start(m)
−−−−−−−→

[
Send(P, senc(m,k)),

ProvSt1(P,m)

]
V1 :=

[
Fr(n), Shk(V , P,k),

In(senc(m,k))

]
Start(n),Send(V ,n)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[
Out(n),

VerifSt1(V , P,n,m)

]
P2 :=

[
ProvSt1(P,m), In(n)

] End(m)
−−−−−−→

[
Send(P, f (n,m, P))

]
V2 :=

[
VerifSt1(V , P,n,m),

Recv(V , f (n,m, P))

]
DBSec(V ,P ,n,f (n,m,P )), End(n)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

[ ]
Figure 7: Specification rules of the DBToy protocol.

by Dolev-Yao’s rule Inject in Figure 3). Hence, in order for the
adversary to inject data for an agent to receive, they must use a
compromised agent as the sender, and so the message takes a while
to arrive to the receiver. Note that we do not drop the traditional
Inject rule of Figure 3, but we use Recv and Send facts to model
the sending and receiving of messages during the fast phase.

In line with this, we will assume that every set of rules defining
a distance-bounding protocol is consistent with the usage of Send,
Recv and Action facts as follows: (1) every messagem sent by the
prover P is modelled by a rule with a fact Send(P,m) within the
conclusions, (2) every messagem received by the verifier V during
the fast phase is modelled by a rule with a fact Recv(V ,m) within
the premises, and (3) every messagem sent by the verifierV during
the fast phase is modelled by a rule with a fact Send(V ,m) within
the actions.

5.2 Secure Distance-Bounding

In [44], Mauw et al. defined the causality-based property secure
distance-bounding, to verify distance-bounding protocols. The prop-
erty resembles a form of aliveness [25, 43] as the prover must per-
form some action during the fast phase of the protocol. The authors
demonstrated that a verifier’s guarantee that the prover is alive
during the fast phase is equivalent to the verifier’s guarantee that
the fast phase RTT provides an upper bound to their distance to
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the prover. Next we formulate Mauw et al.’s property:

dbsec(t, l) ⇐⇒

∀V , P, ch, rp. DBSec(V , P, ch, rp) ∈ tl =⇒

(∃i, j,k . i < j < k ∧ Send(V , ch) ∈ ti ∧

Action(P) ∈ tj ∧ Recv(V , rp) ∈ tk ) ∨

(∃b,b ′, i, j,k, P ′.

i < j < k ∧ Send(V , ch) ∈ ti ∧

Action(P ′) ∈ tj ∧ Recv(V , rp) ∈ tk ∧

Compromise(P) ∈ tb ∧ Compromise(P ′) ∈ tb′) ∨

(∃i . Compromise(V ) ∈ ti ).

Secure distance-bounding holds for a trace t if, whenever a claim
DBSec(V , P, ch, rp) occurs, it is the case that there is an action of P
(or a compromised prover P ′ if P is compromised) during the fast
phase. Tamarin provides proof of DBToy |= dbsec.

Observe that, unlike the agreement property from Section 3,
dbsec does not exclude traces in which one of the agents involved
in the security claim is compromised. Instead, should the prover be
compromised, then the verification fails only if no compromised
prover is active in the fast phase.

5.3 Formalising (Resistance To) Terrorist Fraud

We informally define terrorist fraud as follows.

Definition 5 (Informal). Terrorist fraud (TF) is an attack in
which a remote and non-compromised prover P colludes with a close
and compromised prover A to make the verifier believe that P is close.
Conditionally, A (or any other compromised prover) must not be able
to attack the protocol again without further collusion.

The dbsec property allows us to detect attacks in which the
proving party is compromised, such as distance fraud [28] and
distance hijacking [26] (details on these attacks can be found in
Appendix A). However, dbsec is too fine-grained for modelling
terrorist fraud, as we require the distant and colluding prover to be
non-compromised (in the case of a compromised prover, collusion
actions do little to aid the adversary). In line with this reasoning,
we define below a property weaker than dbsec, that is conditional
on non-compromise of both prover and verifier:

dbsec_hnst(t, l) ⇐⇒

∀V , P, ch, rp. DBSec(V , P, ch, rp) ∈ tl =⇒

(∃i, j,k . i < j < k ∧ Send(V , ch) ∈ ti ∧

Action(P) ∈ tj ∧ Recv(V , rp) ∈ tk ) ∨

(∃i . Compromise(V ) ∈ ti ∨ Compromise(P) ∈ ti ).

Intuitively, a trace satisfies dbsec_hnst if, whenever a verifier V
believes a prover P is close, P took some action between the verifier
sending the challenge ch and receiving reponse rp.

We formally define next resistance to terrorist fraud, a property
formulated by means of post-collusion security with respect to
dbsec_hnst.

Definition 6 (Resistance to Terrorist Fraud). A protocol
Proto ⊆ R \ C is resistant to terrorist fraud if every valid extension

Proto′ of Proto that breaks dbsec_hnst is not post-collusion secure
with respect to dbsec_hnst, i.e.

Proto′ ̸ |= dbsec_hnst =⇒ Proto′ ̸ |=⋆ dbsec_hnst. (9)

Observe that resistance to terrorist fraud is a property on proto-
cols rather than on traces. Further, terrorist fraud uses the negation
of post-collusion security. This is because in a terrorist fraud attack,
the colluding prover wishes to allow their partner to complete the
protocol only whilst they are cooperating.

5.4 On the Completeness of our Approach

Definition 6 is quantified over all (valid) extensions of a collection
of protocol rules. As such, it can present obstacles in providing
proofs of security, as the number of extensions is exponential in the
complexity of the protocol. Indeed, attempting to fully automate
this process is an open problem which is also considered by other
approaches [9, 12].

To deal with this completeness issue for the problem of prov-
ing terrorist fraud resistance, we introduce the notion of a least-
disclosing message. Such message is a knowledge-minimal message
that the adversary needs, in order to produce the fast phase response
upon reception of the challenge. For instance, if ch is the verifier’s
fast phase challenge, and the prover’s fast phase response can be
written as f (ch, z1, . . . , zn ) for some z1, . . . , zn ∈ TΣ(V) such that
λch. f is either injective or constant, then a least-disclosing message
is ⟨z1, . . . , zn⟩. Such message can lead, in some cases, to the disclo-
sure (directly or not) of the long-term keys. To better illustrate the
least-disclosing notion, le us consider again the DBToy protocol.

Theorem 1. DBToy is resistant to terrorist fraud.

Proof. Let DBToy′ be a valid extension of DBToy such that
DBToy′ ̸ |= dbsec_hnst. Thus, there exist t1 · · · tl ∈ Traces(DBToy′),
and n,m,V , P ∈ TΣ, and i,k ∈ {1, . . . , l} with i < k , such that:

Send(V ,n) ∈ ti ∧ Recv(V , f (n,m, P)) ∈ tk ∧

DBSec(V , P,n, f (n,m, P)) ∈ tl ∧

(∄j ∈ {i + 1, . . . ,k − 1}. Action(P) ∈ tj ) ∧

(∄j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Compromise(V ) ∈ tj ) ∧

(∄j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Compromise(P) ∈ tj ), (10)

Hence, because of Equation 10 above and given the fact that
Recv(V , f (n,m, P)) can only occur due to the rule DBNet (see Fig-
ure 7), we derive that:

∃c, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k − 1},C .
(Send(C, f (n,m, P)) ∈ tj ∧ Compromise(C) ∈ tc ). (11)

Equation 11 implies that ∃w < k . K(m) ∈ tw . This means that
DBToy′ has a collusion rule in whichm is given away. Notice thatm
(or equivalently ⟨m, P⟩) is indeed a least-disclosing message because
of the following two reasons:m is needed by the adversary to break
dbsec_hnst, andm is atomic (i.e. it cannot be learned by pieces).

But, if the adversary knowsm, then they can use a compromised
prover to run again the protocol with V on behalf of P , by using
the messages senc(m,k) and f (n2,m, P) in that order, where n2 is
V ’s (new) challenge. This reasoning can be formalized as follows.
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Given that DBToy′ is valid (see Definition 2) we have that e ≥ l ,
and tl+1, . . . , te exist such that:

t1 · · · tl · · · te ∈ Traces(DBToy′) ∧ complete(t1 · · · tl · · · te ). (12)

Now, l2 ≥ e , and te+1, . . . , tl2 , and n2, and i2,k2 ∈ {e+1, . . . , l2−
1} exist such that:

t1 · · · tl · · · te · · · tl2 ∈ Traces(DBToy′) ∧

Send(V ,n2) ∈ ti2 ∧ Recv(V , f (n2,m, P)) ∈ tk2 ∧

DBSec(V , P,n2, f (n2,m, P)) ∈ tl2 ∧

(∄j ∈ {i2 + 1, . . . ,k2 − 1}. Action(P) ∈ tj ) ∧

(∄j ∈ {1, . . . , l2}. Compromise(V ) ∈ tj ) ∧

(∄j ∈ {1, . . . , l2}. Compromise(P) ∈ tj ). (13)

Therefore, from Equations 12 and 13 we deduce that DBToy′ ̸ |=⋆
dbsec_hnst, which completes the proof3. □

The reasoning about the least-disclosing messages is supported
by the observation that any follow-up, collusion-free trace which
the adversary can lead to with less knowledge, they can also lead
to with further knowledge.

6 A SURVEY OF DISTANCE BOUNDING

In this section we show how the Tamarin tool can be used to con-
struct proofs of security or attacks on distance-bounding protocols.
In Section 6.1, we describe the results of our verification of a num-
ber of distance-bounding protocols. In Section 6.2 we show how
the results of our approach differ from those of Chothia et al. [20].
Finally, in Section 6.3 we analyse three industrial protocols based on
the ISO/IEC 14443 standard and propose Tamarin-verified repaired
protocols.

6.1 Case Studies

We conducted verification in Tamarin of a number of distance-
bounding protocols from the literature. For each of them, we verify
whether it satisfies dbsec_hnst (without collusion), whether it satis-
fies dbsec (also without collusion) and whether it resists terrorist
fraud (Definition 6). The results are shown in Table 1.

To identify the type of attack against a given protocol, we provide
two hints: (1) if the protocol does not satisfy dbsec_hnst, then a
mafia fraud exists; and (2) if the protocol satisfies dbsec_hnst but
it does not satisfy dbsec, then a distance fraud and/or a distance
hijacking exist. In this second case, it is highly recommended to
run Tamarin in interactive mode and inspect the trace invalidates
the property dbsec in order to visually assert the existence of the
attack. Further details on this can be found in our repository.

Out of the analysed protocols, only three protocols are distance-
bounding secure and resist terrorist fraud. These protocols are Reid
et al.’s [53], DBPK [17], and Swiss Knife [37]. A total of nineteen
protocols were found vulnerable to terrorist fraud.

The authors of UWB impulse radio based protocol [39] do not
give precise specifications of their secure channel. Hence we em-
ployed two schemes: asymmetric encryption/decryption and a mes-
sage authentication code (MAC). We found a mafia fraud against

3A Tamarin proof for a given DBToy′ is also available in our repository.

Table 1: Tamarin verification results. We highlighted in

bold the protocols that satisfy dbsec and resist terrorist fraud.
The protocols from the block “Lookup-based” have identi-

cal specification. Legend: ✓: verified, ×: attack found,
(n)

: no

symbolic, computer-verifiable (in)security proof reported

before,
(,c)

: differs from Chothia et al.’s results [20].

Protocol

Satisfies Satisfies Resists

dbsec_hnst dbsec TF

Brands-Chaum [15]
- Signature id. ✓ × ×(n)

- Fiat-Shamir id. ✓ × ×(n)

CRCS [52]
- Non-revealing sign. ✓ ✓ ×

- Revealing sign. ✓ × ×

Meadows et al. [46]
- f := ⟨NV , P ⊕ NP ⟩ ✓ ×(,c) ×

- f := NV ⊕ h(P,NP ) ✓(n) ✓(n) ×(n)

- f := ⟨NV , P,NP ⟩ ✓(n) ✓(n) ×(n)

Lookup-based

✓ ✓ ×(,c)
- Tree [7]
- Poulidor [60]
- Hancke-Kuhn [34]
- Uniform [45]
Munilla-Peinado [48] ✓ ✓ ×(n)

Kim-Avoine [36] ✓ ✓ ×(n)

Reid et al. [53] ✓ ✓ ✓(n)

MAD (one way) [19] ✓ ×(,c) ×

DBPK [17] ✓(n) ✓(n) ✓(n)

Swiss Knife [37] ✓ ✓ ✓(n)

UWB [39]
- Asymmetric ×(n) ×(n) ✓(n)

- keyed-MAC ×(n) ×(n) ✓(n)

WSBC+DB [50] ✓(n) ×(n) ×(n)

Hitomi [51] ✓(n) ✓(n) ×(n)

TREAD [4]
- Asymmetric × × ✓(n)

- Symmetric ✓ × ✓(n)

ISO/IEC 14443
- PaySafe [21] ✓ × ×

- MIFARE Plus [58] ✓ × ×

- PayPass [31] ✓ × ×

each variation. Such attack is not reported in [39], as the authors
only consider verbatim relay.

For each one of the protocols reported as not resistant to terror-
ist fraud, the valid extension used to invalidate Equation 9 is the
prover’s leakage of the least-disclosing message, whose notion was
discussed in 5.4. For each protocol Proto reported as resistant to
terrorist fraud, one of the following three cases occurred:

(1) Proto ̸ |= dbsec_hnst and Proto ̸ |=⋆ dbsec_hnst, thus Proto′ ̸ |=⋆
dbsec_hnst for any valid extension Proto′ of Proto, because
Traces(Proto) ⊆ Traces(Proto′). The protocols of this type are
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TREAD [4] with asymmetric encryption, and both versions
of UWB [39].

(2) Every valid extension Proto′ of Proto such that Proto′ ̸ |=

dbsec_hnst leads to replay of an attack on dbsec_hnst, there-
fore Proto′ ̸ |=⋆ dbsec_hnst. The protocol of this type is
TREAD [4] with symmetric encryption.

(3) Every valid extension Proto′ of Proto such that Proto′ ̸ |=

dbsec_hnst leads to disclosure of the symmetric key shared
by the prover and verifier, therefore Proto′ ̸ |=⋆ dbsec_hnst.
The protocols of this type are Reid et al. [53], DBPK [17],
and Swiss-Knife [37].

The proofs of terrorist fraud resistance of the four protocols from
the last two cases were constructed by following the semi-automatic
approach based on least-disclosing messages, applied to the DBToy
protocol proof of Section 5.4. It is a semi-automatic approach, be-
cause Tamarin alone cannot faithfully verify that Definition 6 holds
for any protocol. This is because of the complexity of handling the
universal quantifier over all valid collusion extensions. However, a
simple manual proof analogous to that of the DBToy protocol, in
combination with the tool successfully led to security proofs of the
referred protocols.

On average, a Tamarinmodel of a protocol consists of about 260
lines of code, out of which 170 are of generic code, approximately.
On a modern laptop, the verification of all lemmas for a given
protocol takes about half of a minute on average and a few seconds
in most cases. All (in)security proofs were constructed without any
proof oracles for speeding up the verification.

6.2 Our Approach vs. Chothia et al.’s
As mentioned in Section 2, a recent publication [20] at the USENIX
Security Symposium 2018 analysed a number of distance-bounding
protocols. Our findings show incorrectness in their results. In this
section we will briefly explain and interpret three inconsistencies
between this work and ours. Furthermore, a more detailed discus-
sion can be found in Appendix B.

The first inconsistency is regarding the DBToy protocol of Ex-
ample 2. By employing Chothia et al.’s framework, we analysed
this protocol4 and identified a terrorist fraud attack against it. This
is in contradiction with Theorem 1. The inconsistency arises from
Chothia et al. using a different definition of terrorist fraud than
us. Their terrorist fraud prover colludes as long as their long-term
key(s) are not revealed. It does not consider the (non-)repeatability
of the resulting attacks.

Chothia et al. [20] also produce results which contradict those
widely accepted and reiterated in the literature. For example, Hancke
and Kuhn’s protocol [34] is widely agreed to admit a terrorist fraud
attack (see e.g. [2, 3, 5, 6, 14, 16, 37]). Chothia et al. report otherwise,
without any discussion on the topic. Such inconsistency is due to
an over-approximation on the symbolic abstraction the authors
make of the protocol.

Lastly, Chothia et al.’s verification results report no attack, other
than terrorist fraud, against versions of Meadows et al.’s proto-
col [46] and the MAD protocol [19]. Our verification, however,
identifies a valid distance hijacking attack against each of these

4Our repository contains the ProVerif model of this and several other protocols.

counter ATC
shared KM

R

counter ATC
shared KM

C

fresh UN
fresh amount

fresh nC
Timing info ti

SELECT, PayPass

SELECTED

GPO

AIP, AFL

EXCHANGE RRD, UN

RTT nC, ti

READ RECORD

GENERATE AC, UN , amount , . . .

KS:=senc(ATC ,KM)
AC :=MAC(KS,amount,ATC ,UN )
SDAD :=sign(〈nC,UN ,AC ,ti〉,skC)

SDAD ,AC ,ATC

C is close

Figure 8: Mastercard’s PayPass protocol.

protocols. We note that such attacks are not new, as they have been
reported by a number of previous works, e.g. [6, 26, 27, 44].

6.3 On the ISO/IEC 14443 Protocols

The ISO/IEC 14443 standard is used in more than 80% of today’s
contactless smart cards. Within our case studies, we analysed 3
protocols based on this standard. Those protocols are:

• NXP’s MIFARE Plus5 (versions X and EV1) with proximity
check (patent [58]) with worldwide applications in public
transport, access management, school and campus cards,
citizen cards, employee cards, and car parking.

• PaySafe [21], which is a distance-bounding-enabled version
of Visa’s contactless payment protocol payWave (in qVSDC
mode) [32].

• PayPass [31], which is Mastercard’s contactless payment
protocol with relay resistance.

To demonstrate our analysis, we have chosen the PayPass proto-
col, represented in Figure 8. The analyses of the other two protocols
are analogous. In the context of these protocols, the verifier R is
the reader terminal and the prover C is the card.

PayPass is a relay-resistance-enabled version of the EMV6 pay-
ment protocol implemented in Mastercard’s contactless cards. EMV
(which stands for Europay, Mastercard and Visa) has become the
international standard for smart cards/chips payment protocols.

In a regular EMV session, a transaction is initiated by the ex-
change of SELECT and SELECTED commands along with the se-
lected EMV applet that will be used for the transaction (PayPass in
5https://www.mifare.net/en/products/chip-card-ics/mifare-plus
6https://www.emvco.com

https://www.mifare.net/en/products/chip-card-ics/mifare-plus
https://www.emvco.com
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this case). Then, the terminal issues the GPO command to inform
the card on the terminal’s capabilities. The card then responds to
this command with the Application Interchange Profile (AIP) and
Application File Locator (AFL) which indicate the card’s capabilities
and the location of data files, respectively. Then, the terminal issues
the GENERATE_AC command, which includes an Unpredictable
Number UN , the amount of the transaction, the currency code,
and other data. The cards responds with the Application Cryp-
togram (AC), the Signed Dynamic Application Data (SDAD) and
the Application Transaction Counter (ATC). The AC is a the result
of keyed-MAC on the transaction information whose key is an
encryption of the Application Transaction Counter (ATC, equal to
the number of transactions previously made by the card) with a
long-term symmetric key shared between the terminal and the card.
The AC is the proof of the transaction, which can be verified by
the card issuer. The SDAD is the card’s signature of the transaction
information.

To ensure the EMV protocol satisfies relay resistance, after the
AIP and AFL commands, the terminal issues the new Exchange
Relay Resistance Data EXCHANGE_RRD command, along with
the Terminal Relay Resistance Entropy number (which equals UN ).
This message initiates the fast phase of the protocol. The card must
respond on time with their nonce nC (Device Relay Resistance
Entropy) and three timing estimates: minimum time for processing,
maximum time for processing and estimated transmission time.

When modelling the PayPass protocol in Tamarin, and also the
other ISO/IEC 14443 protocols, we made the following abstractions:
(1) the timing information is considered a nonce; and (2) we did not
model any exchanged messages that are fully composed of constant
terms, e.g. the first message ⟨SELECT, PayPass⟩.

As Table 1 shows, PayPass satisfies dbsec_hnst, which means
that it does resist mafia fraud and in particular, relay attacks. In-
deed, defending against relay is a fundamental security goal of
this protocol. However, PayPass fails to defend against distance
fraud [28] and distance hijacking [26]. Those attacks refer to a re-
mote and compromised card which successfully tricks the reader
into believing they are co-located, and thus the reader accepts the
transaction.

One might argue that those attacks are irrelevant for payment
systems. After all, it is the compromised card’s owner’s bank ac-
count which ends up being charged. However, suppose an attacker
has acquired the payment card of a victim and wishes to cause them
harm. After compromising the card, they might place a concealed
device near the checkout area of a store that performs a distance
hijacking attack using the compromised card. Shoppers at the store
would then perform transactions, believing that they were paying
for products, whilst in fact all payments came from the one cor-
rupted card. The attacker could even mix in several transactions
of their own, which would be indistinguishable from the honest
shoppers. As a result of this “Robin Hood” style attack, the victim
will be charged for these illegitimate transactions with no clear
perpetrator.

Fixing the ISO/IEC 14443 Protocols. As before, we will focus on
the PayPass protocol. Before giving the fixes, let us motivate the
reasons for which it does not satisfy dbsec. As noted by Mauw et
al. in [44] when analysing PaySafe, a distance fraud is possible due

to the lack of a causal relation between the fast phase challenge
and response. That is, the fast phase response can be produced
prior to reception of the challenge. To solve this issue, Mauw et al.
suggested the inclusion of the reader’s nonce UN within the card’s
response.

Mauw et al.’s suggestion applied to PayPass does prevent dis-
tance fraud, but it does not prevent distance hijacking. To prevent
the latter, we must bind the fast phase messages to the card’s iden-
tity. We do so by adding to the card’s fast phase response, besides
UN , the card’s signature on the nonce nC . Thus, the card’s fast
phase response becomes:

⟨nC , ti, sign(nC , skC ),UN ⟩ .

This modification results in a protocol PayPass_Fix that satisfies
dbsec. Observe that the signature sign(nC , skC ) can be computed
prior to the fast phase, so it does not delay the card’s response.

The very same solution of adding ⟨sign(nC , skC ),UN ⟩ into the
card’s fast phase response works for both the PaySafe and MIFARE
Plus protocols as well. Though, to keep consistency with the usage
of cryptographic operations in the case of the latter protocol, we
propose a keyed-MACmessageMAC(KM ,nC , ‘1’, ‘2’) instead of the
signature sign(nC , skC ). As before, the keyed-MAC message can be
computed prior to the fast phase.

The modified protocol PayPass_Fix does not resist terrorist fraud
because the card’s leakage of ⟨nC , ti, sign(nC , skC )⟩ prior to the fast
phase leads to a valid attack. To prevent terrorist fraud, we propose
to further modify the PayPass protocol by changing the card’s fast
phase response and SDAD messages so that they become:

⟨nC , ti, f (UN ,nC ⊕ KM )⟩ and sign(⟨UN ,AC⟩ , skC ),

respectively; where f is an irreversible function. The referred modi-
fication on PayPass results in a protocol PayPass_FixTF that satisfies
dbsec and resists terrorist fraud.

Similar constructions can be performed on PaySafe and MIFARE
Plus in order to repair them. The Tamarin models and security
proofs of the two versions of each protocol are available in our
repository. We give two different repaired versions of each protocol
in order to leave the choice up to the requirements of the application
system. For example, if terrorist fraud is not a critical issue, then the
first modification (i.e. Protocol_Fix) is suggested over the second
one (i.e. Protocol_FixTF) as the latter modifies the standard more
“aggressively”. We do always suggest the first modified version over
the original protocol, regardless of the application.

Other modifications for the ISO/IEC 14443 protocols that make
them resistant to terrorist fraud possibly exist, and likely all of
them (like ours) would require major changes to the standard. For
example, the composition of the SDAD message would likely have
to be modified due to the occurrence of the card’s nonces within it.
Furthermore, we conjecture that if the card’s nonces (e.g. nC ) can be
inferred from passive observation of the execution, then versions
of the protocols in question that resist terrorist fraud would be
vulnerable to relay attacks, thus violating a primary security goal
of these protocols.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed symbolic analysis of security protocols in
the presence of colluding agents. Colluding agents are agents who
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are not under full control of the adversary, yet they are willing
to deviate from the intended protocol execution with the goal to
invalidate a given property. By looking at different use-cases, we
observe that post-collusion security may or may not be a desirable
goal. This is because the risk of irreparable damage to the security
of a protocol may motivate agents to avoid collusion.

We proposed a concrete symbolic formulation of post-collusion
security that can be implemented in state-of-the-art protocol verifi-
cation tools such as Tamarin. We used our definition to illustrate
that leakage of session data can lead to impersonation of agents.
This is particularly interesting in the context of authentication prop-
erties in which agents, by leaking only session-fresh data, enable
the adversary to successfully break the authentication property in
every session thereafter.

By means of post-collusion security, we provided the first formal
symbolic definition of (resistance to) the sophisticated terrorist
fraud attack against distance-bounding protocols. By using our
theoretical model and the Tamarin tool, we provided computer-
verifiable proofs of the (in)security of over 25 distance-bounding
protocols that account for all classes of attacks, as given by the
literature on distance bounding. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the most extensive and sound set of security/vulnerability proofs
within this research subject.

Our verification reports that for the vast majority of the analysed
protocols at least one attack exists. The vulnerable protocols include
protocols based on the ISO/IEC 14443 standard such as Mastercard’s
PayPass [31], Visa’s payWave with distance-bounding [21], and
NXP’s MIFARE Plus with proximity check [58]. Finally, we pro-
posed fixes for these protocols and provide computer-verifiable
security proofs of the repaired protocols. The proposed fixes form
demonstrative examples that could be used to improve proximity-
based secure systems that follow the standard, or may even form
guidance for a future version of the standard itself.

A ATTACKS ON DISTANCE BOUNDING

There exist four main classes of attacks on distance-bounding proto-
cols. Some authors consider more classes but, consistent with [26],
our classification represents an exhaustive partition of the full
space of attacks: mafia fraud [29], distance fraud [28], distance hi-
jacking [26], and terrorist fraud [29]. We briefly describe next these
attacks, and their graphical representations are shown in Figure 9.

Mafia Fraud (Figure 9a) Given a verifier V , a close compro-
mised agent A uses a distant and honest prover P to make V
believe that P is close. The attack works in two sessions: one
between A and P (the so-called pre-ask session) and another
one between V and A. In most cases, A relays the verbatim
untimed communication between P andV , and impersonates
P to V during the fast phase.

Distance Fraud (Figure 9b) Given a verifier V , a distant and
compromised prover P anticipates V ’s challenges so that V
believes that P is close. This means that P must be able to
reproduce the responses prior to receiving the challenges.
For this type of attack, P does not need to use any other
provers.

Distance Hijacking (Figure 9c) Given a verifier V , a distant
and compromised prover P makes use of a close and honest

prover A to makeV believe that P is close. To achieve this, P
lets A run the fast phase withV . Then (or, in some protocols,
before) P hijacks the session, injecting their own identity-
defining messages, possibly during the verification phase of
the protocol. This makesV believe that they are running the
protocol, and in particular the fast phase, with P .

Terrorist Fraud (Figure 9d) Given a verifier V , a close and
compromised prover A, and a distant (non-compromised)
prover P collude tomakeV believe that P is close. A condition
for this attack to be valid is that, without further collusion
involving A, it must not be possible to further convince V
that A is close.

B CHOTHIA ET AL.’S FRAMEWORK VS. OURS

In this appendix we provide a detailed description on the incon-
sistencies between Chothia et al.’s work [20] in relation to our
framework and results.

B.1 On Terrorist Fraud

Chothia et al.’s terrorist fraud approach and ours yield different
results when analysing the DBToy protocol in Example 2. The rea-
son is a fundamental difference between the approaches in defining
what consists a terrorist fraud attack.

Both definitions state that a distant prover, by colluding with
a close and compromised prover, make a verifier believe that the
distant prover is close. The definitions differ in the condition on the
collusion that make one consider the attack as valid. Chothia et al.’s
definition states that a terrorist fraud occurs whenever the distant
prover does not reveal their secret keys in the process of collusion.
Our definition, on the other hand, requires a stronger condition, in
that the distant prover must not allow the compromised prover to
proof proximity in further sessions without further collusion.

The reason for this is related to the reveal of messages that are
as relevant as secret keys, rather than the reveal of secret keys
themselves. For example, for some protocols, a prover’s leakage
of session-fresh data can lead to their impersonation in every ses-
sion thereafter. A running example is given as follows. Consider a
distance-bounding protocol Proto in which every crypto-operation
uses a shared, symmetric key. Let us assume that the only aid the
distant prover can provide the close prover with is to give away the
shared key. If we follow Chothia et al.’s approach, Proto would be
resistant to terrorist fraud. Consider now another protocol Proto′
that results from Proto by replacing any instance of a shared key
k by its hash h(k). Therefore, if we use Chothia et al.’s approach,
Proto′ would not be resistant to terrorist fraud, as the distant prover
can leak h(k), which does not reveal k itself. In this case, the mes-
sage h(k) is equally as valuable as the key k itself. This means that
the key-hashing transformation weakens the protocol, which does
not seem to be a coherent statement. The mentioned issue does not
occur if we apply our approach as both Proto and Proto′ would be
resistant to terrorist fraud.

Another inconsistency between our results on terrorist fraud
analysis and those of Chothia et al. is with respect to Hancke and
Kuhn’s protocol [34], depicted in Figure 10. This protocol was re-
ported as resistant to terrorist fraud by Chothia et al.’s ProVerif
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Figure 9: Types of attack on distance-bounding protocols. In all cases, V is the verifier, P is the prover who V claims prox-

imity to, and A is an agent in the proximity of V . Filled icons represent agents who either collude or are compromised by

the adversary. Unfilled icons represent honest agents, i.e. agents who don’t deviate from the protocol specification. The en-

circled area represents V ’s proximity, which is bounded by the predefined threshold on the round-trip time. Dashed arrows

represent untimed communication, which is communication that does not occur entirely within the fast phase. Thanks to

https://thenounproject.com for the icons.

shared k

V

shared k

P

fresh NV , ch fresh NP

NV

NP

ch

RTT f(ch, g(k,NV , NP ))

P is close

Figure 10: Hancke and Kuhn’s protocol [34]. In Chothia et
al. [20] the prover’s response f (ch,д(k,NV ,NP )) is modelled

as f (ch,NV ,NP ,k). This over-approximated modelling is the

cause for which Chothia et al.’s verification results did not

identify a terrorist fraud attack against this protocol.

verification [20]. We refute Chothia et al.’s statement by demon-
strating a trivial terrorist attack, represented in Figure 11.

Recall that in Chothia et al. [20], the prover’s response message
is modelled as f (ch,NV ,NP ,k) which is an inaccurate modelling

shared k with P

V A

shared k with V

P

fresh NV , ch fresh NP

NV

g(k,NV , NP )

NP

ch

RTT f(ch, g(k,NV , NP ))

P is close

Figure 11: A terrorist fraud attack on Hancke and Kuhn’s

protocol [34]. The distant prover P colludes with the close

and compromised prover A by giving away д(k,NV ,NP ), rep-

resented by the dashed arrow. This allows A to impersonate

P to the verifier V during the fast phase, hence V believes

that P is close. The same false-proximity proof cannot be is-

sued in further sessions without further collusion because

д(k,NV ,NP ) is fresh in every session and k is not revealed.

https://thenounproject.com
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shared k

V
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P

fresh NV fresh NP

V, ‘hello’

NV

RTT f(NV , P,NP )

s := 〈P, locP , NP , NV 〉

s, h(k, s)

P is close

Figure 12: Meadows et al.’s protocol [46], where locP denotes

the location of the prover P . Such location has no impact

on any symbolic analysis as it comes in plain text, thus it is

modelled as a nonce. Three instances of the protocol are pro-

posed by the authors, given by the following three choices

of f : ⟨NV , P ⊕ NP ⟩, ⟨NV , P,NP ⟩, and NV ⊕ h(P,NP ) where ⊕ is

the exclusive-OR and h is a collision-free hash function.

compared to the original protocol specification. We remark that
the order of the arguments is not the issue, but the level at which
they occur in the function f . In particular, the prover uses the
values NV ,NP and k to seed a PRNG д before the fast phase begins.
During the phase phase, the prover then uses this PRNG to respond
to challenges. As a result, a more faithful representation of the
challenge response message is f (ch,д(k,NV ,NP )), in which the
shared key k is not in the same level as the challenge ch. As a result,
the prover can leak д(k,NV ,NP ) (i.e. the seeded PRNG) without
leaking k . In the representation of Chothia et al., k and ch are at
the same level, hence in order for the prover to leak dbsec_hnst-
breaking data, the shared key k must be leaked, and this indeed
makes the attack no longer valid. This is the reason for which
Chothia et al. do not deliver the attack depicted Figure 11.

B.2 On Distance Hijacking

Chothia et al.’s verification reports no attack, other than terrorist
fraud, against Meadows et al.’s protocol [46] version in which the
prover’s fast phase response is ⟨NV , P ⊕ NP ⟩, and the MAD proto-
col [19] with one-way authentication. These protocols are depicted
in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

Our verification, however, identifies a valid distance hijacking
attack against each of these protocols (see Figures 14 and 15). In
both cases, the compromised prover P , who is distant from the
verifier V , hijacks the session between V and a close-by and hon-
est prover A by replacing the final authentication message of the
legitimate and close P with their own authentication message, thus
making V believe that P is close. In the case of Meadows et al.’s
protocol, the existence of this attack is indeed consistent with the
authors’ own statement that their model does not cover attacks

shared k

V

shared k

P

fresh b fresh s, s′

H(s, s′)

b

RTT s⊕ b

s′,MACk(V, P, b, s)

P is close

Figure 13: Capkun et al.’sMADprotocol [19]. This is the vari-

ant with prover-to-verifier authentication. H is a hash func-

tion andMACk is a keyed-MAC function.

shared k with P

V A

shared k with V

P

fresh NV fresh NA

V, ‘hello’

NV

RTT NV , A⊕NA

NP :=P⊕(A⊕NA)
s:=〈P,locA,NP ,NV 〉

s, h(k, s)

P is close

Figure 14: A distance hijacking attack on Meadows et al.’s
protocol with the choice f := ⟨NV , P ⊕ NP ⟩. P learns NV
and A ⊕ NA from passive observation of the legitimate fast

phase. Hence, P produces their own authentication message

⟨s,h(k, s)⟩, given that the equality P ⊕ NP = A ⊕ NA.

of the compromised-prover type. As previously mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.2 before, a number of previous papers, such as [6, 26, 27, 44],
also report distance hijacking attacks against these two protocols.

B.3 Attempts to Implement Distance Hijacking

The checkDB7 tool created by Chothia et al. [20] is used to compile
ProVerif files for distance bounding protocols. We attempted to find
distance hijacking attacks by using the checkDB tool as follows. A
class of attacks is defined in Chothia et al.’s model by a configu-
ration of agents. For example, the configuration [V (id)]|[DP(id)]
corresponds to a verifierV authenticating a distant dishonest prover
7http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~tpc/distance-bounding-protocols/CheckDB-
master.tar.gz

http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~tpc/distance-bounding-protocols/CheckDB-master.tar.gz
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~tpc/distance-bounding-protocols/CheckDB-master.tar.gz
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Figure 15: A distance hijacking attack onMAD protocol [19]

with one-way authentication. P learns b and s ⊕ b (and s by
extension) from passive observation of the legitimate fast

phase. Therefore, P produces their own authentication mes-

sage ⟨s ′,MACk (V , P,b, s)⟩.

DP - this represents a distance fraud attack. In the syntax of the
checkDB tool, this is written as:
[!Verifier] |
[!(new id;

let idP = id in !DishonestProver)
]

Security is then modelled by the reachability of the query:
query ev:Verified(id)

Intuitively, the query is satisfied whenever it is possible for a
verifier to reach the end of their role specification (the value id is a
free term and not tied to a specific identifier). Note that in the case
of distance fraud, this means the query is satisfied only if there is
an attack.

The checkDB tool is also used to verify terrorist fraud, mafia
fraud, and a property referred to as uncompromised distance bound-
ing. Note that in each of these cases, the configuration also ensures
that a verifier can only reach the end of their specification if an
attack exists.

We attempted to implement distance hijacking by testing the
process:
[ !Verifier |

(new id2;
let idP=id2 in !Prover)

] |
[ !(new id;

let idP=id in !DishonestProver)
]

However, this naive implementation leads to several problemswhen
applying it to various protocols:

• In this configuration, ‘honest’ sessions can be completed
between the verifier and local prover. The non-specificity of
the query can lead to these honest traces being flagged as
potential attacks.

• Many protocols which admit distance hijacking attacks in-
volve the prover revealing their identity only late in the pro-
tocol, by use of a shared key or signing key. One workaround
- using a dummy message to indicate to a verifier who their
partner is - affects the faithfulness of the model and can lead
to the false attacks mentioned above.

• Several distance hijacking attacks (including Meadows and
MAD) rely on the adversary abusing the algebraic properties
of the exclusive-or operator. It is not clear if the equational
theory used in the given models (which relies on applying
deconstructor functions) is sufficient to model a prover being
unable to distinguish e.g. x ⊕ y and x ⊕ z ⊕ z ⊕ y.

We emphasize that while themodel of Chothia et al. distinguishes
which prover in a configuration is the one being ‘tested’ for prox-
imity, their tooling does not make this distinction without manually
modifying compiled output files. This difference between model
and implementation has no impact in configurations in which hon-
est executions cannot complete, but this is not the case for distance
hijacking attacks.
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